COVID : A STORY TALE
Health system today needs serious introspection. Are we really
healthy? Is our health still in our own hands? Unfortunate but truth
is – NO.
World has faced some serious medical crisis since last two years, for
generations to remember. It all started back in dec 2019 with just
few viral cases in Wuhan china. Who knew that these will turn up
into one of the worst pandemics in human history. Was it a
pandemic even ??
Or was it some systematic objective to be achieved by so called
world health masters?
Amidst a chaotic Wuhan story, declaring it as a pandemic by WHO in
march 2020 seemed very unscientific, China never allowed scrutiny
by outsiders, the whole world fell prey to this new
developed/evolved zoonotic virus. Still research is going on about its
origin... and there two years back we were following simply DO AS
DIRECTED.
A narrative emerged about the virus, being from family of corona
viruses, but highly infectious and lethal variant so much so that the
whole world was introduced to new phenomenon of Lockdown.
Complete lockdown. Why ?? How was this justified??
So many daily wage poor people were stuck up with or without their
families, with no money, no food, nowhere to go.There were
references where people had walked their way 100s of km to home
just to feel safe and be with family. Which science promotes
lockdowns as beneficial way to curb transmissions ?? Why our Indian

government did not think of the repercussions of this act?? Could
not there have been better way to handle this??
LOCKDOWNS - did more harm on physical, mental, as well as
financial plane. Low socioeconomic strata is always worst hit by such
decisions. So many Buisnesses were affected, so many children have
lost their crucial academic years due to school closures,online
teaching seemed an option but it came with its own set of
drawbacks, it only saw health deteriorating due to lack of physical
activity, hours of sedentary lifestyle, overuse of gadgets,
psychological issues and more.
Inspite of all this, covid cases seemed to increase and culminated
into 1st wave. Then came the Diagnostic protocol the famous RT-PCR.
This totally sidelined a role of a DOCTOR TO DIAGNOSE.
Doctors,, oops sorry ONLY allopathic doctors were allowed to take up
covid cases. There came an advisory whrein all flu like cases, with
fever, with respiratory distress to be identified, followed by testing,
and routing all positive cases to hospitals. Did we ever think about
the false positives,false negative results and its implications ?
HOSPITALIZATIONS increased ,disrupting the bed to patient ratio.
More funny diagnostic weapon was pulse-oximeter. How much
scientific was that? Did we consider here about the manufacturing
glicth that this instrument can have? Did we consider how much fear
was imbibed in people mind and heart about pandemic that a
normal person started checking their levels every hour of the day
with this product. This was sheer misuse and overuse of this which
lead to more and more unscientific cases.

MASKS were used to curtail infections. Since when science promoted
use of this in flu like illness,simple cold and cough or rather
influenza?
People were/are breathing carbon-dioxide for past two years due to
use of masks. We needed oxygen right ?? This whole game was for
ventilators right?? Then why masks?
UN-MASKING was the first thing needed. But people are so
accustomed to it now due to fear generated about covid that they
have lost natural thinking ability. People have turned into puppets,
leaving threads into hands of POLICY MAKERS.
Hospitalisations were followed by experimental treatment methods,
use of Remdesivir, side effects of remdesivir, plasma therapy,
overuse of antibiotics, antivirals, immune boosting agents, excess use
of supplements, Vit D, Vit C, exaggerated use of steam inhalations,
extensive use of sanitizers. Complete medical system was on verge to
crash.
So many covid deaths mainly reported, came from hospitals, due to
wrong diagnostic protocols, wrong judgements, wrong treatments.
Along with this came the overreporting of covid cases, covid deaths.
Almost all covid related deaths were confirmed as deaths “due to
covid” which in itself is such a wrong incorrect unscientific way to
create data.
This was the period when situation needed more doctors, to deal
with crisis, but all other medicinal systems were neately sidelined by
govt. THIS was the time when AYUSH health ministry could have
done its part by promoting its medical branches to the fullest, which
could have generated more doctors who were ready to lend their
hand in treating the sick in their own terms. It could have paved way

for better diagnostic,treatment protocols. BUT unfortunately this
could not happen....as it was not suppose to let happen. Advisory
stated that only these facultys could be used as an adjuvant therapy
for covid, as supportive care. Are these allied pathies only for name
sake? Why do we register practitioners under it ? Why are these
colleges run? Doesnt these sound only for institutional benefits??
Shouldnot we seek patient health and benefit at top of our priority
list ?
This all seemed going nowhere, hence then came the only thing
handy- prevention. How? only one single word can ever be its
answer, that is vaccine, OH IS IT REALLY ?
Did we ever think, is this rational enough to introduce mass
vaccinations with such chaotic unscientific history of virus?
Came along were the mandates. With scientific discourse that even
vaccinated person could get infected and equally be responsible for
its spread...should vaccines be mandated ? How are these vaccines
safe when they are still under clinical trials?? Where is the trial data?
What is the trial size? What are the adverse effects? How cannot
they be said to alter genetic makeup? Do we have all these answers.
Government is busy producing vaccinated numbers to create some
kind of record but under what pretext? Why are indirectly people
being forcefully vaccinated?
PIL’S were submitted in various courts, against vaccine coercion.
Vaccine discrimination took its roots.
MOHFW did run adds about vaccination being trendy, is this
scientific way to approach vaccination ??

Similar was the biggest culprit “vaccine -COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY” used by health ministry.
It seemed one sided propaganda to enforce mass vaccination.
Manipulating shelf life and stability data and promoting vaccines on
this basis, using them beyond expiry dates, are all lethal and
unscientific steps to combat a virus.
Even the period between two doses has been ever changing as per
vaccine availability and its expiry. Is this science ?
Have not we noticed a sudden rise of unexplained deaths, deaths
due to heart attacks, deaths in children post vaccination, remission of
ailments, AEFI’s which are going unrecorded ??
Where is govt data towards it and even when it does appear, will it
be so, to correlate with actual scenario seen arround ?? Mostly not.
What about those citizens which never did any test for covid, never
got vaccinated, underwent flu like illness, recovered, and still doing
fine. Does this hint somewhere that we were continuously fighting
the wrong covid picture all along...is not this influenza just which so
many years was running its course, with data on google about yearly
deaths which happened due to flu even before covid came into
picture? Why cannot it be logically said that these otherwise
influenza cases with yearly complications were termed as covid cases
to create covid picture? Why cannot it be said that yearly influenza
deaths were those which are now termed with new nomenclature as
covid deaths?? How come all of a sudden all influenza cases for last
two years vanished?

Vaccines have done more harm than good. Boosters are not helpful,
infact responsible to reduce immunity. How many more boosters are
people going to face? None of this is helping in reducing cases...every
few months we are facing new variants, new cases, new waves, new
reduced immunity, and simply overall health deterioration. Covid
waves were always predictable based on theoretical/mathematical
models, cases seemed to be generated accordingly. Is science so
obvious??
Covid does not need testing, does not need masks, does not need
vaccines, does not need fear, does not need lockdowns.
What it needs is logic to interpret correct and truthful data, we need
local doctors to treat all cases till they cannot be resolved, we need
symptomatology and we need good scientific case based medicinal
treatment and we need to maintain personal hygiene and nutritious
diet.
WHO is behind preparing for world pandemic treaty, which is highly
objectionable, as it will totally abstain people from their right to
health. Where do we see individual national scientific growth in this?
India needs to have its OWN HEALTH POLICY which includes
preparedness, prevention and response in such health crisis...and
have inclusive approach for all medical fields for betterment of
humanity.
Advice to Indian Govt to create better TASK-FORCE amongst LOCAL
SUBJECT MATTER -doctors/scientist/academicians. Carry out
research.
AYUSH TREATY with WHO also needs to be given second thoughts.

INDIA TALKS ABOUT ATMA NIRBHAR BHARAT...BUT DO WE SEE HERE
ANYTHING GOING EVEN NEAR TO IT...SIMPLY NO.
WILL THIS COVID-TALE EVER HAVE A HAPPY SCIENTIFIC ENDING ??
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